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Cattails! - by Nate Simons
Cattails are the iconic symbol for wetlands.
In fact most folks, if they know no other
wetland plant, do associate cattails with wet
places. 

We once thought the presence of cattails in
a wetland was a good thing. Seems that
myth has been busted. Here’s the scoop as
best we understand it now. The Midwest
once had a plant species called “Broad-
Leaved Cattail.” This plant had
relatively-wide leaves and the familiar fat,
dark brown “sausage” fruiting structure
atop a stiff stem. It seems that the Narrow-
Leaved Cattail (which may be adventive
from Europe), once at home all along the
eastern seaboard, started marching inland
toward the Midwest. Once here (which
occurred at least as far back as the 1940’s),
it hybridized readily with our Broad-Leaved
Cattails. The resulting progeny was by no
means sterile. In fact it was super
aggressive and back-crossed with both
parents. The new hybrid swarm
out-competed our native cattails leaving
very few, if any, pure Broad-Leaved Cattails around. Not only did it replace its parents,
but it took over the habitat of most other wetland plant species as well. Today, very few
marshes and sedge meadows have just a few cattails as was once the norm. Instead, lots
of marshes just have one species…a monoculture of Hybrid Cattails. 

If a diversity of plant species is an indicator
of ecological health in an ecosystem, then a
monoculture is considered the antithesis of
health. 

So, part of Blue Heron Ministries’ strategy
for restoring health to the sedge meadows,
fens, and marshes in Lakes Country, is to
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remove cattails. In case you are curious as
to what keeps the crew busy all summer,
we spend a great deal of our summer
months applying herbicide to individual and

to whole colonies of cattails. It is hot, humid work, but somebody has to do it (not looking
for sympathy here, just so ya’ know).

Butterfly Monitoring Update – by Mike Linn
Peg Zeis and I are one of three pairs of
volunteers that have been involved in
Blue Heron Ministry’s new butterfly
monitoring program throughout the
course of this summer. Each pair is in
charge of monitoring their own
butterfly route. Currently, we have two
routes going through Pine Knob Park,
and one going through Duff Lake Fen.
In each pair, there is an assigned
“observer” who is the one looking for
and identifying butterflies, and a
“recorder” who records whatever the
observer sees on a datasheet. As an
observer, it is useful to have a butterfly
field guide handy, and a pair of
binoculars for easier and more accurate
identification. Personally I found it
easiest to use my camera phone to
take a picture of any butterfly we were
unsure of, and then used the photo to
identify the butterfly when we had a
chance to look through the butterfly
field guide. However, sometimes this
was easier said than done due to the
fact that many of them wouldn’t stand
still long enough for me to take their
picture! In this case it’s advisable to bring a net; that is if you’re up for the challenge of
chasing butterflies! 

Officially, if we want our data to be registered in the Michigan Butterfly Network's
system, at least six surveys should be conducted and entered into their data entry system
by August 7th. However with our late start and the many rain delays, we have found this
to be a bit of a challenge. Despite the weather setbacks Peg has been very determined to
make our pair’s butterfly monitoring data “count” and we will just manage to squeeze our
sixth survey in by August 7th. For pairs who could not make the cutoff however their
information will still “count” in the sense that knowing the species richness and
abundance of butterflies will be useful in accessing the environmental quality of Pine
Knob Park and Duff Lake Fen. Despite the deadline of August 7th, butterfly monitoring
will continue through September for our own research purposes! There are hopes in
continuing the Butterfly Monitoring program next year, and years to come to evaluate
the response of butterfly populations throughout the restoration process of Duff Lake. 

If interested in learning more about this program or in participating in future years,
please contact John Brittenham at johnfish55@hotmail.com.
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Upcoming Events

Fawn River Restoration Field Day

The Fawn River Restoration &
Conservation Charitable Trust is
working to restore the Fawn River,
after an event in 1998 that
inundated a five mile section of the
stream with over 100,000 cubic
yards of organic silt and fine sand,
burying the previously pristine
gravel and cobble bottom. 

Friday, August 14 at 9:00AM, we
will hike along portions of the Fawn
River to witness the geo-biological
science of stream restoration and

see the process of removing the organic sediment from the river bottom.

Please register at:https://www.stewardshipnetwork.org/lakes-country-cluster-events

Seven Sisters Sojourn

The 14th Annual Wing Haven Canoe Trip will be Saturday,
August 15, 2-4pm. Relax and explore the Seven Sisters
Lakes with Nate as he leads an interpretive program. 

Bring your own canoe or kayak. 

Wing Haven Nature Preserve - 180 W. 400 N., Angola, IN
46703 

photo: acreslandtrust.org

Stewardship Day - September 5th
(save the date...more details to come)

Mission Statement
The mission of Blue Heron Ministries, Inc. is to build communities where creation is kept and to keep
creation so that community may be restored.

Blue Heron Ministries, Inc. is a nonprofit organization and a ministry of the Presbyterian Chapel of the
Lakes, a 501(c)(3) organization. 

Because the Presbyterian Chapel of the Lakes is located in the heart of lake country, environmental
stewardship, education, and advocacy is a significant part of our Christian witness.  Acting upon our faith
that relationships may be restored and experience substantial healing in an imperfect world, we offer the
following four initiatives as tools of reconciliation:

Land Trust • Conservation Design • Education • Natural Lands Restoration
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